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Adtninistration assesses 
Blackboa~d's probletns 
v10itten by: 
Annarely Rodriguez 
After students complained 
about having problems with 
Blackboard, the administration 
started working on fixing them. 
Greg Home, executive director 
for Information Technologies 
Systems and Services, said the 
platform should not kick students 
out of exams after the week of the 
14th. 
Concerns about the platform 
were one of the major issues raised 
in the Student Town Hall meeting 
with Chancellor Ray F~~ro Jr., 
Ph.D., last semester. 
Ferrero said, "We recognized 
early in the fall semester that there 
were problems but they became 
more apparent during the town 
hall meetings. We realized that the 
problems were serious enough to 
elevate them to top priority." 
Brittney Do, sophomore 
biology major, said she took a math 
class last semester and it was a 
challenge to get her work done using 
the platform. 
"It kicked me off, and when I 
tried to log back in it gave me a blank 
screen," she said. "It doesn't load 
correctly. It's a waste of my time." 
Students are not the only ones 
having trouble with Blackboard. 
Randi L. Sims, Ph.D., professor of 
economics, said she received 19 error 
messages in 11 minutes. 
"I think students don't get 
as many error message!) as we do 
because they don't e-mail dozens of 
people a day," she said. 
More than 1,000 schools use 
Blackboard, but not all of those 
schools hij.ve the . latest versj9n Me 
NSU dl'Jes. 
George L. Hanbury II, Ph.D., 
NSU president, said that all 
schools with the latest version have 
experienced similar problems with 
the platform. 
Home said, "The glimmer 
of hope is that Blackboard 
has addressed the worst of 
the problems." 
SEE BLACKBOARD 2 
COURTESY OF WWW.BLACKBOARD.COM 
University officials have held weekly conference calls with representatives from Blackboard, the new system that administers online courses. Students and faculty 
have complained about the platform's performance since it's introduction last semester. 
Accounting Club does 
taxes for free 
vllii tten ~y: 
Keren'Moros 
On Feb. 11, the Accounting 
Club began preparing taxes for free 
for the public and will do so until 
April 8. 
The club will prepare taxes 
Fridays and Saturdays from 11 
a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Carl DeSantis 
Building Room 3029, said Nathaniel 
Forbes, senior accounting major and 
vice president of the club. 
Forbes said 25 club members 
have become certified to prepare 
taxes for students and the public 
through the International Revenue 
Service's volunteer-run Volunteer 
Income Tax Assistance Program. 
The program is limited to people 
who earn $49,000 or less a year. 
Pamela Chuy, senior accounting 
major and president of the club, said 
the club's VITA location is one of 
several around the country. 
"The IRS is providing this 
service so people who qualify can 
have their taxes dene properly by 
people trained by the IRS at no cost 
to them," Chuy said. 
Kristopher Fernandez, junior 
accounting major and treasurer of 
the club, said that those who want 
to have their taxes done must bring 
their original social security card and 
a Florida driver's license. 
Married couples who are filing 
jointly must bring both original 
social security cards. Those who 
want direct deposit on their return 
should bring a voided check. 
Forbes also said that applicants 
need their tax documents from 
last year and that the process takes 
SEE TAXES 2 
Members of the Accounting Club (from lett to right) Nathaniel Forbes, vice president and senior accounting major; Marvin Smith, operations director and senior 
accounting major; Pamela Chuy, president and senior accounting major; and Kristopher Fernandez junior accounting major, prepare to file taxes. 
2 
TAXES from 1 
approximately 30 to 45 minutes. 
However, he said the length of 
the session depends on the volunteer 
and because some of club's members 
are new, the process could take longer. 
"If they have all their documents 
and have everything that's needed, it 
should be easy and shouldn't take 
long," he said. 
Chuy said that doing others' 
taxes served the club's purposes to: 
develop what students learn in class, 
get hands-on experience and help the 
community. 
"This project is perfect to 
accomplish those goals," she said. 
Forbes said that the Accounting 
Club plans to continue the program 
next year. 
Write a Letter to 
the Editor 
Do you have a comment about one of our articles? 
Do you have an opinion about what you've read? 
Submit a letter to the editor to 
nsunews@nova.edu or on nsucurrent.nova.edu 
under Contact Us. 
We want to know what you think. 
..... " J •• r- ' j - ':", j .... , 
\-' t., 
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BLACKBOARD from 1 
Home said there were 
originally about 15-20 major issues 
with the platform including slow 
speed loading the discussion boards. 
Home said the university fixed that 
problem last semester. 
There are approximately eight 
remaining issues, which include 
dropping students and faculty from 
class exams. 
Sims said she has seen an 
improvement in the system. She set 
up WebCT as a back-up to administer 
exams last semester but said she did 
not need to use it for last week's 
midterms. But she said she wished 
the university would have waited for 
the bugs to be fixed before making 
a transition to the newest version of 
the platform. 
"Any time you learn a new 
system is hard. There's no doubt but 
the fact that there are bugs make it 
even more difficult," said Sims. 
Juan Rivera, senior sports 
management major, took an online 
class last semester but said he has 
seen improvement this semester. 
"I've had problems with it 
but it's mostly connection-wise. 
It kicked me out once but I just 
went back to it. It wasn't a major 
problem." 
Kristina Farag, sophomore 
biology major, uses Blackboard as 
a supplement to her day classes. She 
said the platform was down only few 
times when she needed to log in. 
"But it's really nothing big. 
[Blackboard] is more of a help than 
anything," she said. "It's nothing that 
can't be fixed by logging back in, so 
it's nothing that would cause a big 
inconvenience." 
However, Frank DePiano, 
Ph.D., vice president of Academic 
Affairs, said any inconvenience was 
unnecessary. 
"The platform was supposed to 
make all thls stuff simple. That was 
the beauty of it," he said. "Instead, it 
is putting a strain on a student who 
may have a heavy workload and who 
may also have a job." 
Hanbury said there are 14,000 
students in the Farquhar College of 
Arts and Sciences, the H. Wayne 
Huizenga School of Business and 
Entrepreneurship, and the Fischler 
School of Education and Human 
Services, who use Blackboard. 
Home said, "There was over 
a year of research and planning to 
purchase this product. It was a major 
university decision. But the reality 
was the platform didn't meet our 
expectations." 
Ferrero said it was not feasible 
to go back to WebCT, since 
Blackboard bought WebCT. 
But DePiano said the university 
stopped the transition of more 
students from the WebCT platform 
to Blackboard and received an 
extension of its contract with WebCT 
until further notice. 
Meanwhile, the chancellor and 
the president are having weekly 
conference calls with Blackboard of-
ficials to address problems that arise. 
"We're going to continue on the 
path we are. If these issues can't be 
resolved, then we need to see if this 
is the best product for us and if it's 
not we'll have to make some hard 
decisions," said Ferrero. 
Some faculty members, Ferrero 
said, are finding their own solutions. 
They have found that reducing the 
number of questions in a test to 20 
or fewer decreased the chances of a 
dropped exam. 
Ferrero said, "A release [of 
the platform] should have never 
happened." 
The university set up a blog 
to update students and faculty on 
the status of Blackboard. The blog 
may be accessed at www.nova.edu/ 
update. 
Also, students can report any 
errors they experience by taking a 
screen shot and filling out a form 
found at www.nova.edulhelplbb_ 
problem.html. 
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Inaugural Sales.lnstitute 
class begins coursework 
Written by: 
Annarely Rodriguez 
The H . Wayne Huizenga School 
of Business and Entrepreneurship's 
Huizenga Sales Institute introduced 
the first class in its Master of 
Business Administration in Sales 
program with 20 students on Jan. 10. 
This degree option makes NSU 
one of 12 universities nationwide 
and the only one in Florida to offer a 
graduate program in sales. 
Michael Fields, Ph.D ., dean of 
the H . Wayne Huizenga School of 
Business and Entrepreneurship, said, 
"It is a concentration that is going to 
be particularly valuable to industry 
and, therefore, students will havE;' 
great opportunities for employment." 
The first class is expected to 
graduate in the summer 2012. 
Beatriz Rivera, one of the 20 
students in the class has worked in 
real estate for more than six years. 
She said she thinks the program 
offers a different approach to sales, 
which she already finds effective. 
"I'm totally using the 
approaches already. I can see myself 
appreciating the philosophy behind 
them and using them in mY .day-to-
day activities," said Rivera. 
Visitors take a tour of the Huizenga Sales Institute. Conference rooms like the one pictured are equipped with video chatting capabi lities that enable students to 
speak with prospective employers around the world. 
The program's 12 core 
classes are offered online and at 
the main campus. However, the 
four sales classes needed for the 
sales concentration are only offered 
online. 
Rivera said she was initially 
hesitant about taking sales classes 
online, but has grown comfortable 
with them. 
"It gives you a lot of flexibility 
.~~ you, can~ea?" at your own 
pace," she said .. "But you also have 
to practice and know the material 
before you post every week. So, it 
has turned out to be a positive thing 
for me because it forces you to learn 
and use the material every day." 
However, in April, when 
the next clQ.ss will start, students 
will have the option of taking 
the concentration classes at the 
main campus. 
At the end of each semester, 
I 
G--
students will come to the institute 
to role play interviews and create a 
video portfolio, which will include 
mock sales pitches and interviews. 
Fields said, "The whole 
program is designed to help students 
be placed in what is a difficult 
market place." 
The institute also plans to 
introduce an MBA and a graduate 
certificate in sales management in 
fall 2011. 
rno nud loA i:h.£ 
lolUj f.aaL. 'IJou ~ 
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News 
Briefs 
Richard Dawkins to speak at NSU 
Richard Dawkins, Ph.D. , an 
evolutionary biologist and 
scientific author, will speak in 
the Don Taft University Center 
on Feb. 17. He is a former 
Oxford University professor 
and an emeritus fellow of New 
College-University of Oxford. 
Dawkins will present the lecture 
"The Fact of Evolution" as part 
of the Farquhar College of 
Arts and Sciences' 2010-2011 
Distinguished Speakers Series. 
Dawkins popularized the idea of 
gene evolution and promotes the 
teaching of evolution as a way 
to combat religious extremism. 
lickets are now available. 
Deadline for Undergraduate 
Student Symposium 
The deadline for submissions to 
the symposium is 5 p.m. Feb. 25. 
The event allows undergraduate 
students to share their oral 
presentations, paper submissions 
and poster displays in a variety of 
disciplines including the artistic, 
scientific, computational and 
theoretical. For more information, 
log on to www.fcas.nova.edu/ 
currentstudents/uss/. 
Former FAU police officer 
attempts suicide in jail 
A former Florida Atlantic Uni-
versity police officer tried to 
hang himself in his jail cell on 
Feb. 3. Jimmy Dac Ho, 47, was 
arrested in Boynton Beach for 
his involvement in the shooting 
of a female escort he solicited, 
according to the Palm Beach 
County Sheriff's Office. He was 
taken to the Wellington Regional 
Medical Center in serious 
condition. 
Fake cocaine illegal in Florida 
A new cocaine and LSD-like 
drug manufactured in China was 
banned on Jan. 26. The white 
powder is sold under the names 
of Ivory Wave, Vanilla Sky and 
Purple Rain. An emergency ruling 
by Attorney General Pam Bondi 
made it a third-degree felony to 
possess and distribute the sub-
stance. The powerful powder can 
be dangerous to the consumers' 
biological and mental health. It 
can also increase a person's 
aggression. 
New York parks and beaches 
smoke-free 
The New York City Council 
banned smoking in city parks 
and on city beaches with a 36 
to 12 voting ratio last week. 
Some residents are displeased 
with the decis ion claiming that 
the government is intruding into 
the lives of New Yorkers. Mayor 
Michael Bloomberg explained 
that the law's intent was to 
minimize secondhand smoke. 
Woman speaks after voice-box 
transplant 
After 11 years of silence, a 
woman spoke for the first time 
thanks to a voice-box transplant. 
Brenda Charett Jensen, 52, was 
the second person to undergo 
the 18-hour procedure. Jensen 
lost her voice along with the 
ability to taste and smell 
during a surgery in 1999 when 
a breathing tube damaged 
her airway. 
Antarctica cruise ship hits rock 
An Antarctic cruise ship that 
departed from Argentina crashed 
into a rock in early February. The 
MV Polar Star held 80 travelers 
including 32 Americans. No one 
was hurt in the accident but the 
following scheduled Antarctica 
cruise on the ship was canceled. 
Food more expensive across 
the globe 
The United Nation's Food 
and Agricultural Organization 
recorded January as the month 
with the highest food prices 
since 1990. Food prices are 
reportedly increasing across the 
world and will continue to do so. 
The only product with steady 
prices was meat. 
Five new planets in the galaxy 
NASA's Kepler space telescope 
spotted five planets in the galaxy 
orbiting stars in the "habitable 
zone" with possible liquid water. 
According to NASA scientists, 
the planets are around the size 
of Earth and life could exist 
there. However, further analysis 
is necessary to confirm that they 
are habitable. 
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FACULTY SPOTLIGHT 
MICHAEL GAFFlEY . 
wrote about how his family fought 
with each other over color issues. 
"My brothers and sisters are 
all much fairer than I am, and it was 
painful to be with them and often 
hear the question, 'Who's this?' 
because I didn't look like them," 
Gaffley said. 
Eventually, he said he had to 
face the fact that his parents were 
racist. Written by: 
KerenMoros 
Michael Gaffley, professor at 
the Fischler School of Education and 
Human Services, teaches courses in 
social justice and diversity, and his 
life has reflected what happens when 
these things are ignored. 
"Until 1994, I was a nonexistent 
person in my country," Gaffley said. 
"I couldn't travel because I didn't 
have a passport. I was not allowed a 
passport because of the apartheid." 
Encouraged by a Fischler 
professor he met in South Africa in 
1989, Gaffley completed his master's 
at Fischler in 1996 and received 
the school's outstanding student 
achievement award. He finished his 
doctorate at Fischler in 1999 and 
returned to South Africa. He said that 
his studies at Fischler encouraged 
his to ask critical questions about 
the quality of life of children and 
families in South Africa. 
In South Africa, he worked 
under Archbishop Desmond Tutu 
as the principal of the Leliebloem 
House, an orphanage for sexually, 
physically and emotionally abused 
children. 
Gaffley said his job brought 
lt~" f~C'e~t~~f~ci;" ; ith the realities 
of South Africa's socio-economic 
Eoncl~tion§i . aJ1d me reality that 
,'\" ,( . .1 Idltu.l ..;~h. , 
children were still being incarcerated 
for petty crimes and being removed 
from their families with no hope 
of reunion because of their · skin 
color. Gaffley was close enough to 
the government to challenge it to 
accelerate the change of these issues. 
The research he conducted 
at NSU was quoted in Hansard, 
the record of South Africa's 
parliamentary proceedings and was 
used to change the Child and Youth 
Care Act. 
"I was the transformational 
leader within social development 
for the Western Cape Province to 
transform the thinking of magistrates, 
psychologists, social workers and 
teachers to not remove and alienate 
children from their families," 
Gaffley said. 
Gaffley launched Child and 
Family Reunification Initiative to 
reunite children with their families, 
who had sometimes not seen each 
other for more than 10 years. The 
initiative still operates in South Africa. 
"The CFRI was our attempt to 
bring social justice to the traumatized 
population," Gaffley said. "We 
wanted them to be re-linked with 
their families." 
Gaffley also worked with the gov-
ernment to treat,Fimtd;p~~n~~s J~l,Y,. 
"A child would be hungry and-get 
siX beatings and ~i¥. rPo~ih~ 'hipr.i,si;w 
., , 1 l_. ; • ~ ':: ~ • ... .; I, ::J I. _ '. t 1 ~ ~ 
Michael Gaffley is a professor of social justice and diversity at the Fischler School of Education 
and Human Services. 
for stealing a piece of bread," Gaffley 
said. ''We had to work with the justices 
to make them see that we don't want 
to inflict pain in a child who's already 
been traumatized. We want to restore 
them and find the reasons this child is 
behaving anti -SOcially. 
Restorative justice instead of 
penal justice became the preferred 
way of dealing with marginalized 
chil·dren and young people." 
Although he was doing well 
in his work, Gaffley decided to 
leave South Africa in 2001 after his 
ll-year-old daughter was the victim 
of a car hijacking. He and his family 
moved to the U.S ., and he became a 
professor at Fischler. 
He uses his experience of 
inequality to equip his students with 
the skills to make education anti-
oppressive and give their future 
students opportunities. Gaffley 
that the first step to giving others 
opportunity is to give them the skills 
l~o .J"s:,?'.-mro~!l~eir own I?i~d~;,,;aA.g 
mouths, amessage thatrefle.cts his fife. 
of my oppression, I was victimized," 
he said. "And because of my 
victimization, I saw my life eroding 
in front of my eyes, and I became very 
bitter. But today, with the skills that I 
learned from NSU, my bitterness has 
become better. My victimization has 
made me victorious. My oppression 
has become my new opportunity, and 
my mess has become my message." 
Gaffley wrote a book called 
"Flatline to Change: Identity, Reality, 
Conflict, Engagement." The word 
"flatline" is appropriate because he 
decided to write it after he had a heart 
attack in February 2008. His heart 
stopped beating completely, and he 
had to be resuscitated twice, first with 
120 volts and then with 150 volts. 
"While I was dead, I relived my 
childhood," Gaffley said. "I could 
see this bright light, and the fervent 
memory of my life as a child - my 
hardship, my abuse, my suffering -
all came back." 
. Gaffley' said he decided to : 
..~ ,.~... .'~ •• ' <.- .... . .. ;-~ 
record his childhood stories after he 
"I was the only one in my family 
who would get a spanking," he said. 
"Only later in my life did I discover 
that the white regime wanted colored 
people to be under control. So my 
parents had an obligation to the state 
to keep me under control." 
His life experiences brought 
him to the idea he writes about in the 
book: his identity is not who he is but 
whose he is. 
"If my identity is who I am, then 
it's a very sorry state if I'm just this 
poor kid on the block with no means," 
Gaffley said. "But I can enrich my 
life by seeing my connections, and 
who claims ownership for me and 
who cares for me." 
Gaffley continues to have a 
passion for children. He is on the 
board of the Association for Child 
and Youth Care Practice and the 
Florida Community Alliance. Every 
summer, he works with the Youth 
Empowering Program. 
Gaffley said that he tries to be 
encouraging and uplifting and help 
people reframe their lives. 
"We frame our lives, and we trap 
ourselves in how we frame our lives 
through our perception," he said. "If 
I think I'm bad, I'm going to behave 
badly. But if I can think myself into 
being good, I can be good. So I help 
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UM doctoral student 
creates networking Web 
site for college students 
W1itten by: 
KerenMoros 
If Valentine's Day came and 
went and you're still single, or if 
you're looking for friends, and 
Facebook's friend suggestions aren't 
cutting it for you, then you should try 
www.meetmycampus.com. 
Jonathan Rosen, first-year 
doctoral student of international 
affairs at the University of 
Miami, created this free Web site 
exclusively for college students, at 
first conceiving it as a dating Web 
site. However, he transformed it 
into a social networking site for 
dating, friendship and professional 
connections. 
"The whole point is · to match 
you with someone you would never 
meet," Rosen said. "This way, the 
site has more potential." . 
Sagir Patel, junior biology 
major, said that although he tends 
to go the traditional face-to-face 
route when meeting others, he thinks 
the site is a good idea and would 
recommend it to friends. 
"If you don't even date the 
individual, it's another contact -
another person you know. That 
person can help you find another 
person. You can be friends with that 
person. It's good for dating and for 
social networking," said Patel. 
. Rosen said the site is useful 
for students who cannot easily meet 
students outside their majors. 
"In my case, I never get in 
contact with kids at the law school or 
the medical school unless I already 
know them," he said. "Girls and guys . 
can get kind of tired of the bar scene 
and want to meet someone who 
are like-minded and have similar 
interests." 
Rosen's site uses a questionnaire 
to match the user with others. 
"You have to have an .edu 
e-mail address to use the site," he 
said . . "So the goal is to limit the age 
range and keep it to people who are 
in college and around your age." 
Rosen has been working on the 
site since September 2010. He started 
with major schools. Users whose .edu 
e'-mail address is not accepted can 
send Rosen a message and have their 
school added to the site. 
"The goal is to become 
nationwide and to · link students 
together and eventually go 
international," he said. 
Sabrina Caamano, second-
year school psychology doctorate 
student, said the fact that the site is 
for college students makes it a good 
environment to meet others. 
"It's a good resource for meeting 
new people with the same interests," 
she said. "They are reaching the 
same goals you are because they are 
in college." 
Boredom busters: 
:( ~ ,- ",r. (:, I r • 
" How'to' keep occupied 
Written by: 
Alek Culpepper 
Boredom is dangerous. It 
comes out ·of nowhere and smothers 
its victim's impulses and willingness 
to participate in life. It can also 
make someone feel alone or isolated 
or pessimistic. When you are struck 
with sudden boredom, here are some 
things you can do to defeat it. 
1. Break the cycle. Doing 
things repeatedly can cause boredom. 
You should try to plan fresh ideas for 
each day. Do something different 
and break your routine. Instead of 
going to some drive thru for dinner, 
go to the store and cook your dinner. 
Or if you're an "American Idol" 
junkie, don't watch it at your house 
as you usually do. Instead, watch it 
at your friends' houses. 
2. Socialize. The best way to 
avoid boredom is to socialize. We 
all need friends and someone to talk 
to. Find a group of friends who have 
free time and plan events with them 
regularly. Plan to go the theaters one 
week and plan for a beach day the 
next. Vacation together, volunteer 
together, make a movie, form a band 
- switch it up as much as possible. 
3. Pick up a hobby. Hobbies are 
perfect for filling time when you're 
doing nothing. Grab a pen and paper 
and jot down all the hobbies you 
have wanted to do but never have 
like photography, cooking, writing, 
photo editing or reading. These may 
seem like things you may already 
do, but mix them up. If you normally 
like to take pictures, then go out on a 
walk and take pictures of the places 
you're passing. Then create a "walk 
to remember" scrap book. 
4. Keep a journal. Keeping 
your thoughts to yourself can be 
frustrating, but writing them can be 
a great venting tool. People keep 
journals daily, but maybe you can 
keep a boredom journal. Write about 
times you were bored throughout the 
day, and what you did to defeat it. 
5. Join an organization that 
shares your interests. NSU has 76 
clubs and organizations to choose 
from. These clubs and organizations 
will be a tool for bus.ting boredom, 
but they also provide you with a 
well-rounded college experience. Or 
try creating your own organization 
on or off campus. 
6. Enjoy the great outdoors. 
Go outside and go for a walk 
around your neighborhood or the 
campus and enjoy the scenery. 
Get on your bike or blades and 
get some exercise. The fresh air 
will invigorate your mind and 
energize you. 
, 
7. Change your space. 
Blast your favorite music in your 
apartment or dorm to get you pumped 
up and re-arrange the furniture. 
This will create a new feel to your 
environment, and you will be doing 
something productive, so you will be 
too distracted to be bored. 
8. Playa board game. This one 
is simple. Gather your roommates, 
friends and buy/girlfriend and plan 
a game night. You may surprise 
yourself with how much fun it can 
be to own a house on Park Avenue or 
shout Yahtzee! 
You can turn boredom into the 
opportunity to bring out parts of your 
personality that you had perhaps 
never seen before. You may discover 
that you like a hobby you would have 
never started if you weren't bored. Or 
you might make new friends, capture 
the next world-famous photo or write 
the next novel phenomenon without 
a vampire. When you bust boredom, 
the possibilities are endless. 
Features 5 
A cancer survivor 
Untten by: 
LeslyViera 
Lesly Viera is a freshman biology 
major . and the president and 
founder of Locks for Cause, an NSU 
organization, which assists in getting 
hair donations for wigs that are 
donated to children suffering from 
hair loss caused by disease .. She is 
the local project leader for Rotaract 
and teaches belly dancing at Gigi's 
Academy. Her favorite place is the 
ocean and her favorite quote is, 
"Cancer is a word not a sentence. " 
My junior year of high school 
I was diagnosed with cancer. I had 
a large B-cell lymphoma between 
my heart and lung in stage three 
out of four. I immediately began 
chemotherapy, and I remember the 
first few weeks were the worst. I 
was always nauseated and could not 
hold anything in my stomach. I lost 
10 pounds in , one week. I also had 
terrible migraines' that wouldn't let 
me sit up on my bed, and my whole 
body was in pain. 
By the second week my hair 
began to fall out. To be honest, it 
was getting really annoying, so I just 
called my boyfriend over and had him 
shave it off. 
As the weeks passed, I had 
visitors every day who made me feel 
better. I never realized how important 
positivity was until then. I decided to 
try my best to get out of bed and go 
out with my friends in order to get 
my mind off of the negative and just 
think about having a good time. 
At the time, I was unfortunately 
being homeschooled and began 
begging my doctor to let me go back 
to my school. After four months of 
begging he finally let me return. 
Although I was still undergoing 
chemotherapy, I felt that anywhere 
Lesly Viera, freshman biology major, is a cancer survivor. 
was better than my bed and being 
surrounded by people helped me take 
my mind off the side effects. 
Often I would go to the hospital 
to receive treatment and go straight 
to school. 
Once I was in school, I 
began to think how I could take 
what happened to me and make a 
'difference. I remembered that in 
the hospital many of the girls I met 
who said they would not go out 
without their wigs. They said they 
felt uncomfortable and did not want 
people to stare at them. Although, I 
. did not care and would go to school 
bald, I knew how they felt and could 
see that their self-esteem was a lot 
lower than it should be. 
I just began imagining about all 
the other girls who could not afford 
wigs because a good wig can cost up 
to $300. 
I thought of how impossible 
it would have been for me to have 
gotten better if I was always at home. 
That's when I decided to organize a 
large-scale event where people could 
get their hair cut for free and all the 
ponytails collected would be donated 
to an organization that makes wigs 
for children suffering from hair loss 
due to disease. After much planning 
I was able to get stylists to volunteer 
their time and had the event in 
November, one month before 
finishing my treatment. I advertised 
the event in the Miami Herald, on 
several television stations and even 
on Power 96. The day of the event, 
more than 300 people arrived, and 
we collected 250 ponytails. 
At NSU, I started an organ-
ization called Locks for Cause, 
which will be doing the same thing. 
NSU has given me the chance to 
make a difference once more, this 
time with even more support from 
new friends and faculty. After 
seeing all this happen, I realized 
that I was diagnosed with cancer 
for a reason - a good reason. I am 
Open Monday-Saturday 
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ESPN anchorwoman 
speaks to NSU 
w om en athletes 
Written by: 
Kevin Preciado 
On Feb. 2, NSU women's 
athletics welcomed ESPN anchor 
Dana Jacobson as the key note speaker 
for the annual National Girls and 
Women in Sports Day Luncheon in the 
Don Taft University Center arena. 
Jacobson was presented 
with NSU's Pioneer Award, given 
to individuals with substantial 
contributions to the sports industry. 
She also shared her life story with 
NSU's female '. athletes and in-
vited guests. ,._' 
Jacobson spoke about the lack 
of women in the sports industry, 
which she noticed growing up. 
"You never saw women in 
sports. It was very rare," she said. 
Jacobson said the .first year she 
played for her school's soccer team, 
she was one of three girls on the 
team. The second year, she was the 
only girl. 
"I wasn't afraid to stand out," 
she said. 
However, she said there have 
been improvements throughout the 
years. ·When Jacobson arrived in 
California to work for the Sacramento 
Kings tadio station earlier on in her 
Men's Basketball 
Michael Mominey, director of athletics presents ESPN co-host Dana Jacobson with the Pioneer Award for 
her accomplishments in sports at the National Girls and Women Sports Day Luncheon held in the Don Taft 
University Center on Feb. 2. 
career, she was the only woman 
employed. She said when she left, 
every sports station in the area had at 
least one woman employee. 
The co-host of ESPN's "First 
Take," who has worked with the 
network since 2002, said she has 
ansson said she appreciated 
Jacobson's speech. 
"Oh, she was very inspiring, 
definitely," said HakanssDn. "She 
really seems like she is a very 
progressive woman. She sent out 
the message that you really can do 
faced criticism for being a woman anything you set your mind to." 
in the field. However, she said the Jacobson graduated from 
experiences made her stronger. She the University of Michigan with 
said she learned not to care about a bachelor's in English and 
critics because she was confident in communications. Her favorite sport 
her abilities. to cover, at the professional and 
"It toughenedllle~he-sairl. f-- coUege-lever,;s football. 
knew what I was doing." 
Golfer, Mona Fredrika Hak-
Women's Basketball 
The men's basketball team defeated Saint Leo 
University, 70-66, on Feb. 5. They lost to Florida 
Technical University, 61-29, on Feb. 9. 
The women's basketball defeated Saint Leo 
University, 66-52, on Feb. 5_ They defeated 
Florida International University in overtime, 
73-69, on Feb. 9. 
Softball 
The softball team won a double-header against St. 
Thomas University, 6-4 and 2-0, on Feb. 8. The 
team is now 2-0. 
Baseball 
The baseball team won five of the six games played 
last week. They beat Northwood University, 2-1, in 
their first game of the season on Feb_ 1. They also 
defeated Albany State University, 10-3 and 6-3, in a 
double-header on Feb. 5. Then they beat Barry 
University, 9-7, on Feb. 8. However, they lost to Palm 
Beach Atlantic University, 2-3; on Feb. 9. 
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ON THE BENCH 
Commentary by: 
Jastnine Lykins 
Tillle in for 
The Cu rren t's 
• sports sectIon 
Meet out new sports editor 
Stats 
Name: Jasmine Lykins 
Major: History 
Minor: Legal Studies 
Year: Transfer, junior 
Career Plans: Who knows? 
PDssibly Journalism. Possibly 
Law. Possibly Anything. I'm 
one of those students who 
decides on a different career 
every two months. 
I am your new Sports 
Editor. I am may not be an over-
zealous sports buff who can 
quote the stats of every player in 
every season of every game and I 
watched an entire Super Bowl for 
the first time in my life this year. 
(It was surprisingly almost as 
interesting as the commercials.) 
But, I did play fast pitch 
softball for a local league in my 
hometown. I am certified to 
tr~h,s~~J,ag ~oUfh Jh~ ~~d 
Cross, lmci althoLgh I never swain 
competitively, I was raised in the 
world of competitive swimming. 
. Essentially, I appreciate 
good, clean, competitive sports 
and athletes who are constandy 
striving for excellence in 
their game. 
Also, I do know about 
writing for newspapers. I served 
two and a half years on staff 
with Lake-Sumter Community 
College's student newspaper, 
The Angler, in the positions of 
Reporter, Online Editor, and 
Editor-in-Chief. 
As the Sports Editor for The 
Current, I have twD goals: 
1. To revamp the Sports 
section of this newspaper and tum 
its fDeuS toward athletics directly 
related to the Nova Southeastern 
University community with the 
hopes of interesting you, the 
readers. 
2. To leam more about the 
sports industry: the teams, the 
players, and, most importantly, the 
games. 
Earl Warren was quoted 
in Sports Illu.strated in 1968 
saying, "I always turn to 
the sports section first. The 
sports section records people's 
accomplishments; the front page, 
nothing but man's failures." 
Now I am not suggesting 
that when reading this 
newspaper, you ignore the 
front page or any other section 
..and ski~ 'ight to"" t1i.~ ppqrtfL, 
I . _section. But I 0 hope' you are r 
compelled to read the sports 
articles that are teaching me to · 
appreciate the-industry of sports 
for what it is - the record of the 
"accomplishments" of men and 
women. 
Get involved in your 
sports news. I am always 
open to suggestions and 
recommendations. If you have 
story ideas or would like to see 
more (or less) of something in this 
section, please contact me with 
your concerns. 
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NSU baseball hits season 
off with 5-1 Record ' 
Tthtten by: 
Jasmine Lykins 
The NSU men's baseball 
team began its season Feb. 1, with 
a 2-1 win against the Northwood 
Seahawks and continued to win the 
four following games against Albany 
State and Barry University. 
Off to a record start in the 
history of NSU baseball, the team 
finally broke their winning streak 
in a loss to Palm Beach Atlantic 
University on Feb. 9. Their record 
now stands 5-l. 
Head Coach Greg said, "I thought 
we pitched really well and I thought 
we played very good defense." 
Brown, who is more than half 
way into his first year with NSU 
Athletics, said the team had pre-
game jitters initially, but ultimately 
used their good team chemistry to 
pull through. 
"They all seem to get along 
very well," he said. "There's a lot of 
trust amongst each other." 
He said although good players 
sometimes sit on the bench due to the 
team's size, the players still support 
each other. The team's strategy for 
success this year is to ma~ntain a 
competitive atmosphere during both 
practice and game days. 
"We're trying to build on what's 
happened here in the past," Brown 
Isaac Hicks, senior Legal Studies and Psychology major, pitched the first seven innings of the NSU 
Baseball Team's first game of the season on Feb. 1. 
said. "It's a mindset for me. It's 
about how we attack the opponents, 
being aggressive and having passion 
for this game." 
Brown also wants to develop the 
team into more well-rounded players 
through community service. Before 
the start of their season, the team 
volunteered with clinics for local little 
leagues. Brown said he also hopes to 
get the team involved with the Miracle 
League, and other organizations such 
as Women in Distress and Jack and 
Jill in Fort Lauderdale. 
... 
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NSU soccer 
player trains with 
professional team 
Written by: 
Jasmine Lykins 
NSU soccer player Aly Hassan 
is training with the Hungarian soccer 
club Ferencvaros in Budapest. 
The opportunity, which began as a 
two-week trial with the team, was 
extended after Hassan was invited to 
travel to Croatia to participate in an 
additionalll-day training camp. 
Hassan said the switch from the 
college to professional level has been 
a challenging adjustment. 
"It's a very big difference from 
college soccer," he said. "Speed of 
play, power, and just knowledge of 
the game is where the biggest gap lies. 
It's not easy adjusting from college 
soccer to the professional level here 
in Europe, but I've been doing well. 
We'll see what happens at the end of 
the training camp in Croatia." 
Hassan finished his fourth 
season with the NSU men's soccer 
team last semester, accumulating 87 
points on 36 goals scored. He was 
the fifth NSU player to mass at least 
30 goals and 80 points in the history 
of the Sharks and was dubbed one of 
the best strikers in the men's soccer 
team's history by NSU athletic media 
Aly Hassan, NSU soccer player, trains on a trial 
basis with a professional Hungarian team. 
reports. He also received National 
Soccer Coaches Association of 
America All-South Region honors 
and made the first team. 
Hassan said he appreciated his 
experience at NSU. 
"[I] liked the chemistry of the team 
at Nova," he said. "[I] leamed to stay 
positive no matter [the] circumstance." 
follow us 
on twtttBr™ 
c:heC:H ouI: our I:wtl:l:er~ for 
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"The Roollllllate" 
shells out 
subpar scares 
and storyline 
Minka Kelly and Leighton Meester in a scene from "The Roommate." The movie may not give you the 
scare-fix you crave . 
Written by: 
SaInantha Harfenist 
of tension. The deaths are predictable 
and bloodless. The only credit I'll 
The return of 
Duke Nukem? 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . give "The Roommate" is Rebecca's "Duke Nukem Forever" may see the light of day in 2011. 
"The Roommate" is essentially sickening method of disposing of 
a D-Movie version of the classic film 
"Single White Female." The movie 
is about a girl named Sara (Minka 
Kelly) who becomes the object of 
obssesion of her unstable roommate, 
Rebecca (Leighton Meester). As the 
film progresses, at a snail's pace, 
Rebecca becomes increasingly 
erratic but no more interesting than 
a dog chasing its tail. 
. It's obvious that the only reason 
"The Roommate" made it to threaters, 
and not the straight-to-DVD shelves 
in the local video store, is because of 
the famous cast. Twilight alum, Cam 
Gigandet, and "Gossip Girl" beauty, 
Leighton Meester, have enough 
teenage star power to attract the PG-
13 audience. However, it misses the 
mark for people who expect more 
from a movie than to stare at their 
favorite crush for an hour and a half. 
could forgive "The 
Roommate" for its copycat storyline 
if it actually gave a few scares. The 
lukewarm storyline lacks any level 
vVritten by: 
KerenMoros 
It happens to all of us. We go 
online just to check our e-mail and 
nothing else. In an instant we are 
inundated with news, entertainment 
and an article on "The top 10 true 
urban myths" - so much reading 
ahd so little time. This is where 
www.readitlaterlist.com comes in. 
With a free account, the 
site allows you to create a list of 
bookmarks that you can access 
anytime you are connected to the 
Internet. On your own browser, you 
can drag a "Read It Later" button to 
your bookmarks bar to bookmark 
pages you want to check out later. 
The best thing about the site is 
that you can download apps to use 
it with nearly every Web-browsing 
piece of technology out there. 
their cute little kitten. I'll never look 
at my dryer the same way again. 
Meester gives a commendable 
performance as an unstable college 
girl looking for a soulmate in a lonely 
world. But even her performance 
can't save this dull thriller froni 
the Razzy award it's sure to be 
nominated for. 
If you think the hot cast will 
at least give some sexy scenes to . 
entertain you, guess again. There's 
more steamy love scenes in the last 
few Harry Potter movies. 
If you've seen the trailers, 
you've seen the scary parts. If you've 
seen the previews, you've seen the 
whole storyline. Read the spoilers 
and you'll save yourself 91 minutes 
of your life that you'll never get back. 
"The Roommate" is a great cure for 
insomnia. It's the perfect inspiration 
for a daydream. And it's the ultimate 
reason to save your money and 
stay home. 
readitlaterlist.com 
With apps created by users, you 
can view and save bookmarks on 
Firefox, Chrome, Safari, Android, 
BlackBerry, iPhone, iPad and more. 
If you're willing to lend out 
some cash, you can enhance your 
Read It Later experience. For $5, 
Read It Later Digest automatically 
groups your bookmarks by topic 
and arranges them into your own 
newspaper instead of a list. 
The site's only downfall is 
that you can't read your bookmarks 
offline unless you use Firefox, an 
iPhone or an iPad. But this shouldn't 
be a problem if you almost always 
have Internet access. 
With Read It Later, you don't 
have to have a long list of unread 
bookmarks in your favorites menu, 
and you can more easily resist the 
temptation to read funny articles 
for 20 minutes when you should be 
doing homework. 
Jil!iitten by: 
Juan Gallo 
If you've ever handled a video 
game controller or a computer 
keyboard, chances are you know 
. I I 
Duke Nukem. Even if you've never 
played· the game, you might have 
come across news surrounding its 
several controversies. For starters, 
it is violent, obscene, sexual and 
graphic. The biggest controversy, ' 
however, is how long the sequel to 
"Duke Nukem 3D," "Duke Nukem 
Forever," has been in development. 
It seems like Americans decided to 
go to the moon and got there quicker 
than this first-person shooter came 
to fruition. 
However, 2011 seems to be the 
year. After an announcement of its 
development - in 1997 ~ it seems 
that the long-anticipated video game 
is finally ready to embrace the arms 
of its adoring fans. Or is it? Can we 
believe anything we are told these 
days? Once upon a time people 
would say they were retiring and then 
they did, but Brett Favre has single-
handedly destroyed that belief. 
Then, hilariously, 3D Realms, the 
company heading the development 
of the video game, got so tired of 
deferring release oates that, in 2001, 
they simply made a statement, which 
ended all speculation by saying the 
game would be released, "when it's 
done." Way to go 3D Realms. 
I suggest changing the name 
of the game from "Duke Nukem 
Forever" to "Duke's Odyssey," 
"Retirement Home Nukem," or 
"Duke Nukem Eternity: Forever's 
just not long enough." 
Still, the official release datE 
was announced as May 3, and b) 
3D Realms' words, we can take thi! 
to assume that the game is "done." 
However, 3D Realms is no longel 
the developer after it was downsized 
in 2009. The task was assumed by 
2K Games who developed the game 
with Gearbox Software Develop-
ment Company . 
May 3 is around the corner 
and Duke Nukem will have to face 
its moment of truth: Let's hope, for 
the sake of gamers everywhere, 
who are thirsting to enter the bloody 
world of Nukem, that the game will 
be released this year for gaming 
pleasure. If not, that title might 
just have to be changed again to, 
''Waiting fur Nukem: The game that 
never was." 
Iration and Ballyhoo!* 
Culture Room in Ft. Lauderdale 
7p.m. 
Friday 2.18 
Sister Hazel* 
Revolution Live in 
Ft. Lauderdale 
8p.m. 
New World Symphony I<ravis Center in 
West Palm Beach 2 p.m. 
Wednesday 2.16 
Florida Panthers vs. Philadelphia 
Flyers BankAtlantic Center in Sunrise 
7:30 p.m. 
Frankie Valli & the Four Seasons 
Hard Rock Live in Hollywood 8 p.m. 
Thursday 2.17 
Premios Lo Nuestro 
AmericanAirlines Arena in 
Miami 7:30 p.m. 
The Temptations & the FourTops 
I<ravis Center in West Palm Beach 8 p.m. 
Friday 2.18 
Florida Panthers vs. Detroit Red 
Wings BankAtlantic Center in Sunrise 
7:30 p.m. 
The Platters Bienes Center for the Arts at 
St. Thomas 7 p.m. 
Fight Time 3 War Memorial Auditorium in Ft. 
Lauderdale 8 p.m. 
Evolution of Burlesque by Erika Moon 
Colony Theater in Miami Beach 9 p.m. 
Saturday 2.19 
Marco Antonio Solis and Ricardo 
Montaner AmericanAirlines Arena in 
Miami 8 p.m. 
Johnny Winter Culture Room in Ft. 
Lauderdale 8 p.m. 
Sunday 2.20 
Festival Vallenato 
Bayfront Park Amphitheater 
in Miami 1 p.m. 
Miami Youth Ballet Colony Theater in 
Miami Beach 6 p.m. 
Ozzy Osborne* Ban.kAtlantic Center in Sunrise 
7:30 p.m. 
' Call into shows on RadioX every day to win free tickets to these 
events. For more information, contact RadioX at (954)-262-8457. 
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Written by: 
Juan Gallo 
It all started with a dream, and 
a lot has changed since Dr. Martin 
Luther King Jr.'s inspirational 
speech. Progress has been made and 
while there continues to be room for 
improvement, the dream is becoming 
a reality more and more each day. 
And, it's happening through current 
influential African-American leaders. 
In this month's celebration of 
Black History, it's hard to look at 
all the incredible people who made 
a difference and include only a few 
in a list like this. Certainly there 
are many other individuals who are . 
equally worthy. These, however, 
are a few pioneers: They have stood 
out above others as people who are 
universal role models. They have 
surpassed limits and barriers of 
race, which one could view as the 
evidence of the improvements made 
from the past, and the testament of 
th~}~?p.~ of, ~,p~~~ht WIWF!P'tYAu!J hili 
"" ',.' , Lee>Darie,is , .. ;., ' :""; ·.ti 
When former president Bill 
Clinton makes it a point to persuade 
you to produce public service 
announcements to motivate young 
people to vote, you know you have 
some influence. As a director and a 
producer, Daniels has struck a chord 
with young people and urban culture 
alike by portraying stories that are 
darker and closer to real life than most 
storytellers are willing to attempt. 
It's not just young people 
or African-Americans who have 
noticed, though. Just ask Halle 
Berry, who won an Oscar for Best 
Actress for her starring role in 
the 2001 film, "Monster's Ball," 
produced by Daniels. She became 
the first African-American woman to 
do so. You can also ask Mo'Nique, 
who was awarded an Oscar, for her 
supporting role in the 2009 film, 
"Precious," which Daniels directed. 
These awards and reco,gruuon 
have elevated Daniel's reputation 
in the film industry as one of the 
most talented and most influential 
directors of the time. 
Beyond Knowles 
It's no gimmick. Beyonce has 
real talent. Beyonce has the kind of 
talent that disallows you from writing 
her off because she's too popular, 
her songs are played too much on 
the radio, or she's just another pop 
star. Beyonce can sing. She can 
dance. She can do hip-hop, R&B, 
soul, gospel, and pop. She can act. 
She can market herself. She is drop-
dead gorgeous. She is married to a 
living rap legend. She's a fashion 
designer - did I forget anything? If 
there 's anything Beyonce can't do, 
I don't think she's met that obstacle 
yet. She's a powerful woman. Most 
importantly, though, she's a classy 
lady. It was easy to forget that during 
From. dre~m. to reality: 
African-Am,erican role 
the whole VMA fiasco - in which 
Kanye West, in uniquely disgruntled 
fashion, publicly humiliated Taylor 
Swift on Beyonce's behalf, that she 
came out on top. It is this kind of 
attitude, as well as her remarkable 
professional achievements, which 
make her an excellent role model. 
LeBron Jame~ 
It's hard to believe that LeBron . 
James, who just over a year ago was 
the most beloved face of the NBA, is 
now the most hated man in the same 
league. Does this makeany sense? ". 
Hk .1;~~a,inlY .• dp~t ,.w.I)~n.Yo~ ; 
obse~:e . ,wl:1~t ,?ocie~,,,,has. i,b,ec9I'\1~f 
and what we place value on. LeBron 
James walked away from a lot of 
money (though he's in no danger of 
claiming bankruptcy anytime soon), 
tons more glory, the love of many 
more adoring fans, possible MVP 
awards - basically, the entire world 
on a stick. He did it for a shot at 
winning and, perhaps, friendship -
and most of America hates him for it. 
Instead of being hated, James 
should be even more admired for 
setting an example to up-and-coming ' 
athletes and little kids with athletic 
dreams that, at the end of the day, 
it's not about the money. James left 
a situation where, as we can see now 
by the Cavaliers atrocious record, he 
was carrying an entire organization 
on his back, for an opportunity to 
join two friends who would gladly 
help him carry the load. 
Unselfishness, sacrifice, hum-
ility - what's not to like? Raised 
by a single mother in poverty, James 
came from nothing to become the 
most exciting person basketball has 
seen since Michael Jordan. He's a 
symbol of hard-work, as well as an 
outstanding father, a good teammate, 
and at only 25-years-old, a leader in 
his sport. Again - What's not to like? 
Oprah Winfrey 
To say that Oprah has overcome 
adversity is like saying that Charlie 
Sheen has some issues - it's an 
understatement. She experienced 
severe poverty, sexual, physical 
and verbal abuse, and the death of 
two siblings, and her child when 
she was 14. She has been ranked 
the richest African-American of 
the 20th century and was the first 
African-American billionaire. If that 
doesn't inspire you I don't know 
what will. Oprah Winfrey's fortitude 
and perseverance make her one of 
m,odels of today 
the personalities at the forefront of 
defining the American Dream. Then 
there are all the things she does to 
give back. The list of philanthropic 
projects she has been involved 
in over the years is extensive. In 
2005, she became the first African-
American listed by Business Week as 
one of America's 50 most generous 
philanthropists. At the time it was 
estimated that she contributed 
more than $300 million dollars. 
She continues to dedicate her life to 
gi~g p'~~k 3illd)~ an inspiraHPP £?r Ji 
her,.PRf!>.QPiI.Uriumphs as well a~ fpr .. 
hei ,pll!:LCWJhr~pi~.efforts. ,,'j" 1:. '.::; 
. Spike Lee 
You might know Spike Lee as 
that guy who taunts Kobe Bryant 
and many other great basketball 
players at Knicks games. However, 
in his career, Lee has shed light on 
important issues in America like 
race relations, the media, crime, 
poverty, and most recently, political 
issues, such as, the controversy of 
the political response to the disaster 
that Hurricane Katrina left in New 
Orleans. Lee's impact is not felt as 
heavily as it was when the filmmaker 
first started but its ripples can be seen 
everywhere. His films have always 
i h~p ~ )!p~wer,,w,, \;.\?}% ~Y~.P when 
; that yoke was .a s.olitary one yelling 
; fr0lJ1: tqf: Q,,!-rlq1es~. ~~e ·go~people's 
attention'and forced them to look and 
talk about issues, even if it was only 
because they disagreed with him. He 
is small in stature, but' the shadow of 
his heart and his conviction might 
lead you to think he is a giant. Spike 
Lee sticks to his principals and 
beliefs and never compromises them 
for anything. He does things his way, 
and many people today have him to . 
thank when they look around and 
realize the impact that he had on 
society and American culture. 
These leaders . are so, not 
because they are rich, but because 
their successes and their characters 
are sources of 41~I!~r.al;iQn . .that 
trapsj:ends race and etlmi~ity, which 
allow them to be seen as heroes and 
exemplary individuals to everyone. 
Celebrate Black History Month 
atNSU 
Hli-itten b)': 
Alyssa Sterkel 
Carter G. Woodson started 
Negro History Week in 1926 to 
educate people about the background, 
culture and achievements of African-
Americans. However, it transformed 
into a month-long celebration 
in February, which is celebrated 
as Black History Month - an 
annual recognition of African-
American history. 
This recognition is celebrated at 
NSU with 12 events. Join students, 
faculty and the community and 
celebrate the art and culture of 
African:Americans events including 
with dance classes, a natural 
hair discussion, an achievement 
ceremony and more. 
February 15: 
African Dance Master Class 
with Tami Idun Ogde & Live 
Drummers: Learn West African style 
dancing at 5 p.m. with Ogde in the 
UC's PVA theater. 
February 16: 
Miss Meagan's Storytime Fun: 
M is for Motown Music: From 
10:30-11:30 a.m. Children ages 
3-5 can enjoy renowned books by 
African authors and Motown music 
in NSU's Alvin Sherman Library. 
ActingfWriting Master Class: 
A.t 12 p.m., New York-based actor/ 
writer Don St. Clair will teach 
an acting/writing class using 
monologues and poetry from Hughes 
in the Mailman-Hollywood Build-
ing Auditorium. 
February 17: 
"Body & Movement" presented 
by Corpo e Movimento Capoeira 
Academy: Corpo e Movimento 
Capoeira Academy will demonstrate 
an Afro-Brazilian martial art, figh t 
and dance, called Capoiera, in the 
UC's Flight Deck from 12-1 p.m. 
All We Need is a Little R-E-S-P-
E-C-T: The Graduate Studertt Groups 
of the Center for Psychological 
Studies want you to join them as they 
promote the principles of tolerance, 
acceptance and r,espect at 6 p.m. The 
location is to be announced. 
February 18: 
Hip-hop/Urban Funk Dance 
workshop with Zedric Bembry: 
Artistic director, Zedric Bembry of 
the national Urban Funklhip-hop 
dance company Live In Color, will 
teach a hip-hop and Urban Funk 
dance workshop at 12 p.m. in the 
UC's Performance Theater. 
February 19: 
Black Law Student Association 
presents NSU Law Day: The Black 
Law Student Association is hosting a 
free event for undergraduates to find 
out what it's like to attend law school 
from 9 a.m.- 2 p.m. in the Shepard 
Broad Law Center. 
Langston Hughes Show by 
ActorfWriter David Mills: New 
York-based actor and writer Don St. 
Clair combines theater, poetry and 
song in an entertaining show of the 
life and work of Harlem Renaissance 
icon Langston Hughes. The show is 
at 7 pm. in the Mailman-Hollywood 
Building Auditorium. 
February 20: 
"Going Natural: A Hair 
Journey": Learn about the transi-
tioning and maintaining of natural 
hair care with Carleen Primus of 
B-True Organics and Tracy Favreau, 
D.O., assistant director of clinical 
dermatology at NSU's College of 
Osteopathic Medicine. The discus-
sion will be from 2 p.m. - 5 p.m. in 
the UC's Flight Deck. 
February 22: 
Film Viewing & Discussion, 
"Race: The Power of an Illusion": 
Watch this PBS documentary 
that examines race and the social, 
economic and political consequences 
for Black Americans in the U.S., 
from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. or 7 p.m. -9 
p.m. in the Knight Auditorium in the 
Carl DeSantis Building. 
February 24: 
"Empowering the Next Genera-
tion of Leaders," The Seventh Annual 
Carrie P. Meek Outstanding Educa-
tion Leadership Achievement Award 
Ceremony: The ceremony will be held 
from 6 p.m. - 9 p.m. at the Signa-ture 
Grand in Davie. It includes a dinner, 
presentations from Salome Thomas-
EI and Dennis Bega, senior advisor 
in the U.S. Department of Educa-
tion, recognition of leaders and the 
awarding of the scholarship. Forticket 
information, call 954-262-8519. 
February 26: 
NSU Medical Professionals 
volunteer at the Sistrunk Historical 
Festival & Parade: Free wellness 
screenings will be held at the festival 
starting at 10 a.m. 
Visit www.nova.edulblackhistory/ 
events.htrnl for more information 
on each event and who to contact 
for reservations since space may 
be limited. 
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Fight back against 
the underage 
Internet sex trade 
Segregation by any 
other name ... 
Written by: 
SaJIlantha Harfenist 
Last December, Craigslist eliminated the 
"Escort" link on its homepage in an effort to stop 
the underage prostitution and human trafficking 
that occured through the Web site. But the 
predators have simply moved their business 
to another site called www.backpage.com 
The Web site offers adult services, such 
as escort advertisements. Since Craigslist's 
escort link was shut down, www.backpage. 
com has experienced more than $2 million in 
new revenue based on the price of their new 
adult ads. I don't believe in coincidences. The 
pedophiles have found a new home. 
Government authorities have already 
discovered cases of child prostitution in 
connection with www.backpage.com. A 
13-year-old girl was sold through ads on the 
site, forced to have oral, vaginal and anal sex 
with numerous men. Despite this evidence, 
www.backpage.com hasn't been charged with 
any crime. It hasn't been forced to shut down 
its escort section. 
According to the FBI, Web sites are the 
number ' one method for human traffickers 
to sell women, girls and boys for sex. The 
anonymity of the Internet helps to allay the 
fears of predators who are wary of getting 
caught by police. The Internet's worldwide 
access also allows traffickers the ability to 
pedal victims to a larger market. 
Investigations into underage sex trade 
and human trafficking have been going on 
for years. New technologies have been put in 
place to help track these monsters. However, 
this latest update proves that our government 
isn't making much headway in the effort to 
stop these hideous crimes. 
As you read this, a child is being 
auctioned off to the highest bidder. These 
children aren't being brutalized in a brothel 
in Eastern Europe. These girls and boys aren't 
being asaulted in a run-down massage parlor 
in Thailand. They are being sold on a Web site 
that is just a few clicks away. It's happening 
right in front of us. . 
Children need protecting and it's our job 
to do it. If you want something done right, do 
it yourself. We need to shut down this link, 
permanently. 
Just like shutting down Craigslist's 
escort .link, this isn't a solution,. shutting 
down backpage.com's escort section isn't the 
l"ultiinate ariswer. Bdt it's a start: '" '; ' 
It proves that we care. It shows that 
we won't stand for this. And it shows every 
pedophile that we're watching, we're Waiting, 
and, eventually, we're going to catch them. 
vViitten by: 
KerenMoros 
When I was a kid, I watched a movie 
called "Ruby Bridges," based on the 1960s' 
true story of one of the first African-American 
children to de-segregate William Frantz 
Public School, a 'New Orleans school for 
"whites only." 
Images from this film, and others, are 
permanently etched in my mind as a reminder 
of the injustice that was segregation. If it 
weren't for these movies, I wouldn't know 
about the suffering those children went through 
to be equal. I've never allowed myself to forget 
their fight, bravery and strength. And I've 
never forgotten how wrong those rules were. 
But for a time, the administration in 
McCaskey East High School in Lancaster, 
Pa. did forget. For six minutes a day and· 
20 minutes twice a month, they separated 
African-American boys and girls, giving them 
their own homeroom for "enriching students' 
experiences through mentoring." The idea 
was that the students would form bonds with . 
their teachers and classmates. This notion was 
based on research that "shows grouping black 
students by gender with a strong role model 
can help boost their ~cademic achievement 
, 'and self-esteem." ' 
, ,j ' Am i ' the only Joii~ who ' sees how ': 
ridiculous this was? I thought that we had 
come to the point where we wouldn't have 
to worry about segregation anymore than we 
have to worry about dying from smallpox. 
There's nothing wrong with hanging 
out with those of your race, religion, gender 
or ethnicity. What the administrators of this 
school neglected to acknowledge is that we 
learn more from those who are different from 
us than from those who are the same. If you 
only hang out with people like you, you will 
nev~r grow. You will never change. You will 
never be able to paint the canvas of your life 
with more than one color. How did the school 
administrators forget this? 
Besides, how much learning can be 
done in 160 minutes a month? It's ridiculous 
to believe that this minimal amount of time 
will be productive. Imagine going to class or 
speaking to your mentors that often. An two 
hours a month isn't going to create significant 
progress. It's shameful to think that these 
people wanted to give their black students 
an "edge" by mentoring them for this long. 
Thankfully, the school lifted this policy 
and now has the mentoring during homeroom 
for all the students, not just African-Americans. 
To this decision I say, "Good riddance." I 
hope the lunacy that led them to separate the 
students in the first place doesn't come back. 
The concept of equality among races is learned 
by being ,on ~qual standing , with others no 
matter whe're Je ~~6r in .Jhat ·lsit~atiii~ ~ we 
need to all fight together for this equality when 
it is threatened and see the beauty of unity 
within the only true race: the human race. 
Letter to Student Medical Center 
the editor: 
In response to "No need to hide your 
NSU pride," by Kevin Preciado from the' 
February 8th issue 
We have spirit, yes we do! 
To those looking for NSU spirit, let us introduce 
you to NSU's newest spirit group: Finatics. 
You may remember us from our Dig Pink 
Pep Rally for the women's volleyball team or our 
very blue presence at most athletic events. Every 
other Tuesday, we get together and plan events and 
outings to support Shark athletics and to build NSU 
community. 
Within the last two weeks, we have attended 
the home openers for baseball and softball. For both 
games, we made posters like "NSU baseball is a 
grand slam!" and "We Love NSU Softball," to show 
our shark pride and support of the athletes. 
Last Tuesday, we also held a school spirit photo 
shoot where athletes and students took pictures 
together around campus. We are working closely 
with athletics. The department . supports our effort 
to instill pride in the NSU community. We are 
genuinely looking to make the connection between 
students and student athletes. 
We started Finatics because we saw the 
need and the want for shark pride on campus. We 
identified student leaders who we knew had shark 
pride and were rriaking separate efforts towards 
the cause and decided that it would be much more 
powerful if all of our efforts were combined. 
If you have shark pride and would like to 
get involved, our next Finatics meeting will be on 
Tuesday, Feb. 22, from 12 p.m. - 1 p.m. on the 2nd 
floor of the uc. There will also be huge pep rally for 
the men's and women's basketball teams, on Feb. 
23 from 12 p.m. -1 p.m. in the UC pit. 
Come out, see what we are all about, and 
become a FINATIC. 
Sincerely, 
Brittany Schemtob and P.lexis Sands 
(954) 262-1262 ' 
Hour" 12:00 p.m. 7:00 p,m .• Mondw . Friuay 
rvfust irl.'1ut'clnC{:s clcc("ptL'd 
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,~ 
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Business and belief: 
The Chick-fil-A controversy 
Written by: 
Alyssa Sterkel 
If you've ever eaten at Chick-
fil-A, you've experienced their 
delicious chicken sandwiches, waffle 
fries and numerous sauces. You have 
also probably been disappointed 
when you craved that same food on 
a Sunday. 
Chick-fil-A is dosed on 
Sundays because the founder, Truett 
Cathy, chose to do so when he 
opened his first restaurant in 1946. 
This decision gave Chick-fil-A 
chicken the label "Jesus Chicken." 
Recently, according to rome, the 
restaurant took this label to a 
new level. 
At the end of January, a 
Pennsylvania Chick-fil-A received 
criticism for providing food to 
the Pennsylvania Family Institute 
others to boycott the restaurant's 
infamous chicken. 
But since when did we start 
criticizing a restaurant for what 
organization, business or event it 
sponsors? 
Just because Chick-fil-A 
sponsored an event for a well-
known "anti-gay" institution, it's 
now labeled an anti-gay restaurant. 
Unfortunately, the people who refuse 
to buy from Chick-fil-A ever again, 
should have started that trend years 
ago because this is not the first 
"religious" event Chick-fil-A has 
sponsored. 
Even if it was, since when are we 
allowed to dictate who Chick-fil-A 
provides food for? It's the owner's 
decision, and right, to sponsor food 
COURTESY OF WWW.vANDERBILT.EDU 
Chick-fil-A's corporate office was criticized after a Pennsylvania franchise sponsored food for a marriage 
seminar held by a group that has spoken out against homosexuality. 
other restaurant provides food for 
events. If people want to get angry 
and boycott Chick-fil-A, they should 
also find out what anti-gay events 
other restaurants have sponsored, 
start boycotting those too and see 
how many restaurants they are left 
with. 
Americans like to be in an 
uproar about something. Someone 
always offends us by poking fun at 
our beliefs, life choices or decisions. 
We need to realize not everyone is 
going to agree with one's religion, 
sexual preference or decision to 
sponsor an event. 
If that same Chick-fil-A 
sponsored a pro-gay event, it would 
probably be in the news as well. 
Someone would be in uproar about 
how the restaurant is going against 
what the company was founded 
on. The news would eat it up that a 
"Christian" restaurant is supporting 
gay rights. 
for their marriage seminar. The for an anti-gay event, pro-gay event but that doesn't mean Chick-fil-A it's not our place. 
Although the latter didn't 
happen, the Pennsylvania Chick-
fil-A also didn't tape up a banner that 
said, "We are anti-gay." They didn't 
announce gays are not welcome in 
their restaurant. They didn't sponsor 
only anti-gay events. They sponsored 
a marriage seminar for an institution 
that has been dubbed anti-gay. 
That's all. Boycott it if you want, 
uproar ensued once people found or neither. It's something we cannot didn't have the right to sponsor food Sponsoring the event doesn't 
out the institute held events against have a say in. for the marriage seminar. mean all Chick-fil-A franchises 
gay initiatives. Now, Chick-fil-A Yes, people are allowed to How can we judge what cause agree with the purpose or motives of 
is labeled the "anti-gay chicken" disagree with their choice and , is worth supporting and' which d. the institution. 1,'he franchlse simply - but that chicken sand~~h didn,t do 
anything wrorig. 
.. ~ .. " 'I (( - .,' I' ~ 1\ r If . .( 1;(\ ... ~? \", I' , , . }-", 'n . " .! ., i (l I< • ,n : iead~g . gay rights c.:aS~vi.~t~ ' cfucr · boy; ott ~dC~i,~~-~~~. resf~ur~~~: ~!, ?rii '!sn;t? It's not our food and, '.! ~~?'"1d~t f?o.d .~~~ J!1,.~~~~"like every 
On the Scene 
As told to: 
Samantha Harfenist 
Last semester, NSU transitioned from the WebCT system used to administer online classes to a riew system, Blackboard. Since the change, students expressed 
concerns about the operation of the new system at the Chancellor's Town Hall Meeting last semester. 
What has been your experience with Blackboard? 
"A lot of my classes are starting to use it a lot more than 
last semester and it's kind of confusing to me, especially 
because a lot of the teachers use it differently. 1 prefer 
learning in class than learning online." 
Omar Pimentel-Gonzalez, freshman law major 
"1 think it's effective, overall. 1 think it depends on how 
the professor uses it." 
Kori Desiderio, senior psychology major 
"1 like it but 1 think the other way [WebCT] Wi:\S better. 1 
thought WebCT was more user-friendly but Blackboard's 
fine . 1 mean, some teachers can't figure out how to use 
the e-mail system so we still use WebMail 
or SharkLink." 
Emma Magner, sophomore marine biology major 
Is it effective or not? 
"1 like it a lot. It's really resourceful. Everything for the 
course is right in one spot. It's good." 
Jenny Gonzalez, first-year nursing student 
"It's efficient for online classes but for regular classes 
it's unnecessary." 
Keahna Wheadand, junior biology major 
"1 think it makes things harder. There were no problems 
with WebCT and it was a lot more user-friendly than 
Blackboard." -
Shurell Burton, Masters in Athletic Administration 
student 
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